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Abstract—The
engineering
problems
of
processing of sewage sludge in devices of a new
type- flotation combine machine are considered.
Experimental research of thickening process of
activated sludge suspension after secondary tank
in the flotation combine machine are conducted.
Further dehydration with using of the proposed
scheme of drying with the closed circuit heat
carrier system is possible. A unit of preparation of
the heat carrier, a drying chamber, a device for
unloading the finished product, a waste drying
agent cleaning system, a waste heat carrier posttreatment unit, a two-circuit system of pneumatic
conveying in the scheme are included. An entry of
toxic sludge substances into the environment in
the offered scheme is excluded.
Keywords— activated sludge, dehydration,
flotation combine machine, sewage sludge.
I.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of processing of settled sludge
particularly the excess activated sludge and its
utilization for the last decades has been very relevant,
and so far no universal ways of problem solution in this
direction have been noticed [1],[5],[7],[8],[11].
Heavytonnage waste products are still disposed
marginally, and most of it is stored at landfills [14]. In
this regard, new technical solutions are extremely
relevant for practical technologies for the processing
and utilization of various wastes [4],[10],[13]. The
solution of engineering problems concerning to
deliquefaction of sewage sludge, including an excess
activated sludge has been of a special interest [6],
[12], [15].
II.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

deliquefaction of sewage sludge, including an excess
activated sludge.
The flotation combine contains a housing on the
outside of which there are nozzles for feed water
supply, diversion of renovated water and spent slurry
letdown and sediment removal, and perforated baffle
plates and a purified water device installed inside the
housing. At the same time, the flotation combine
additionally contains a nozzle of power fluid supply, a
flotation sludge thickening unit in the form of an ejector
articulated with a hydrocyclone, and a sewage sludge
deliquefaction unit consisting of a crimping device,
inside of which a bag from synthetic material is placed,
and a bottom for collecting the filtrate is located.
Moreover, the ejector is made with a pressure drop
from 0.05 to 0.5 m, and the synthetic material has cells
ranging from 0.001 to 0.1 mm.
Flotation combine (Fig. 1) includes a housing 1, on
the outside of which there are nozzles for waste water
supply 2 and diversion of purified water 3, a frothoverflow launder 4 with a nozzle 5 for flotation sludge
discharge, an ejector 6 with a nozzle 19 for air
pressure supply and an outlet nozzle 9, a
hydrocyclone 8, a nozzle for concentrated flotation
sludge discharge 10, a clarified wastewater nozzle 7
with discharge piping 11, a sludge discharge nozzle 12
and a supply power fluid 21. On the outside of the
housing, a sludge deliquefaction unit 13 is additionally
installed, consisting of an internal chamber 14 with
external control devices 15 and a hose clamp 16. At
the same time, a tray for collecting purified liquid 17 is
located in the lower part of the flotation combine
machine, and perforated baffle plates 20 and a purified
water outlet device 18 are installed inside the flotation
combine machine.

We have developed a multifunctional flotation
combine machine [9] both for sewage cleaning and for
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Fig. 1 scheme of flotation combine machine
The principle of operation is as follows. The original
feed sewage water supply or mixed liquor through the
nozzle 2 enters housing 1 of the flotation combine
machine, where it mixes with a working fluid, which
enters the nozzle 21. As a result of mixing of these
flows, the flotation complexes with a particle of
contamination - gas bubbles contained in the power
fluid are formed. Formed flotation complexes with big
bubbles 1 mm in size and more, surface up to the
bubble column fast enough, and flotation complexes
with smaller gas bubbles called microflotation
complexes, are carried away by the flow of purified
liquid, which is then filtrated through perforated baffle
plates 20. Microflotation complexes coalesce passing
through perforations, uniting into larger flotation
complexes, and then surface up to the bubble column,
which is gathered in a froth-overflow through launder 4
and quickly discharged through the nozzle 5, and
purified fluid through the level control device 18 and
then through the nozzle 3 is discharged from the
flotation combine machine. The flotation sludge
discharged through the nozzle 5 is sucked into the
ejector 6, where under the action of forced air supplied
through the nozzle 19, it is destroyed and passed into
a suspension containing screenings. Thus, the
ejector’s efficiency is achieved when the required
pressure drop ranges from 0.05 - 0.5m. Outside these

limits, the necessary positive effect of the destruction
of the flotation sludge structure and its following
effective thickening is not observed. After the ejector 6,
the suspension heads to the hydrocyclone 8, where it
is divided into a thickened concentrate water and
purified liquid, discharged respectively through nozzles
10 and 7. At the same time, the thickened concentrate
water is passed through a pipe-line 11 and then
through a pipe-line 12 to the internal space of the
dehydration unit 13, where it is situated a bag 14 made
of synthetic material with cells ranging in size from
0.001 to 0.1 mm. The necessary effect of thickening
the sludge using synthetic fabrics with a cell size
outside the specified limit is not observed. Then under
the action of external control devices 15 the filled bag
is pressed, that leads to the following deliquefaction of
the sludge.
Holding the bag 14 in an unchanged position, is
carried out by a hose clamp 16. The squeezed from
the sludge liquid is collected in the tray 17. After
squeezing the liquid out of the sludge, the bag 14 is
removed from the dehydration unit 13 and sent for
disposal. As a result of usage of new additional units in
the flotation combine, the fast bleed-off of screenings
from the inner space and their subsequent thickening,
which ultimately leads to an increase efficiency of
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cleaning due to a rapid decline in the rate of particles
falling out of the bubble column and to the
achievement of the thickened sludge in a single device
- flotation combine machine, are improved.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The determination of the optimal operating mode
for activated sludge was carried out at various ratios of
the initial suspension of activated sludge and power
fluid, and also by varying the processing time of the
separated mixture. The experimental results are
presented in the table 1.
The analysis of the data presented in the table
shows that the best results were achieved when there
is processing activated sludge in a flotation combine
machine with a ratio of the initial suspension of
activated sludge and power fluid is 2:1 and a treatment
time during 20 minutes. Using this operating mode, a
concentration of activated sludge biomass of more
than 6% ADS is achieved, which makes such a sludge
transportable, and also, if necessary, suitable for
feeding to ceramic drying, which, is appropriate during
processing precipitation in individual cases, when
called upon by a number of developers [2],[3].

In this case, it is better to use drying with a closed
circuit system with a heat-transport medium to prevent
the ingress of toxic matter from the sludge into the
environment, which is extremely important, as many
plants dry or burn sludge without such kind of
detoxifying system.
Figure 2 shows a principle diagram of a drying
process with a 100% closed circuit system with a heattransport medium. The sludge deliquefaction facility
includes a heat-transport medium preparation unit 1
(drying agent heater), a heat-exchange unit 5, a
chamber drier 7 containing a spraying mechanism 6,
gas approach 8 and exhaust gas flue 9 of the drying
agent, a device for unloading the finished product,
including a cyclone separator for output the finished
product from small to large circuit pneumatic
conveying system, a waste drying agent cleaning
system in view of a group of cyclone separators 10, a
Venturi scrubber 13 with a droplet separator 14, a
condenser 10, a waste heat-transport medium posttreatment unit 15, a two-circuit system of pneumatic
conveying 23 of the finished product, including the
unloading cyclone separator 19 with an additional feed
into it of the flow from the unloading cyclone separator
20 to the silo tower 18 and the separation device of the
cross form 24. The gas flows are circulated by fans
2,3,4,11,12,21,22.

Table 1 separation efficiency of activated sludge suspension dependency on operation mode in flotation combine machine.

The flotation process mode

Concentration of biomass, % ADS
(absolutely dry substance)

The ratio between
initial suspension
and working fluid

Period of separation,
min

In the initial
suspension

In the sludge

In the purified
water

5.0:1.0
4.5:1.0
4.0:1.0
3.5:1.0
3.0:1.0
2.5:1.0
2.0:1.0
1.5:1.0
1.0:1.0
0.5:1.0

5
7.5
10
12.5
15
17.5
20
22.5
25
27.5

0.81
0.81
0.81
0.81
0.81
0.81
0.81
0.81
0.81
0.81

3.50
3.76
3.98
4.47
5.66
6.14
6.30
5.97
3.86
1.90

0.24
0.18
0.17
0.15
0.14
0.13
0.11
0.17
0.25
0.36
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Fig. 2 the principle drying process scheme with 100% closed circuit heat carrier
Installation works as follows.
The dryable suspension is fed by a spraying
mechanism 6 into the chamber drier 7, where the
suspension sprayed to the smallest particles is
dehydrated for a short period of time. The dried
product through the unloading cyclone separator 19
enters the silo tower 18 and then into the intake tank
17. The waste drying agent with a temperature of 100120 °C through exhaust gas flue 9 is cleaned in a
group of cyclone separators10 and in a Venturi
scrubber 13 with a droplet separator 14. Then the
waste drying agent with a temperature 65-85 °C enters
the condenser 16, where its temperature is decreased
to 45-55 °C due-to a contact with in zigzag order
arranged pipes through which the liquid refrigerating
agent circulates.
As a result of decreasing the temperature of the
drying agent (in the condenser 16), there occurs partial
condensation of the moisture contained in it, which is
removed from the condenser in liquid form. Then, the
waste drying agent with a temperature of 45-44 °С
entering the waste heat-transport medium posttreatment unit 15 passes through the gas pipe into the
drying agent heater, and part of it goes to the a twocircuit system of pneumatic conveying system of the
product and then to the silo tower 18. In this case, the
waste heat-transport medium is fully (100%) used
repeatedly without emission into the atmosphere. The
usage of a condenser 16 and a unit 15 for the posttreatment of the waste heat-transport medium allows

to achieve a high degree of purification of the waste
heat-transport medium, which makes it possible to
carry out its 100% return to the drying stage.
IV. CONCLUSION
As a result of the drying process with a 100%
closed circuit system in the device receives a product
with a moisture content of not more than 10%. At the
same time, the drying process is environmentally
friendly, without emission of gas into the atmosphere,
and moisture from the waste the liquid refrigerating
agent is removed in liquid form.
The presented drying scheme guarantees the
impossibility of transfer extremely hazardous
substances of the sludge into the environment, that is
very important when drying various liquid sludges
containing toxic substances. The importance of the
presented technical solutions for heat treatment of
waste should be highlighted, as the people living near
such plants consider, that gas-treating plants are
ineffective. In our case, atmospheric pollutant emission
is guaranteed to be excluded.
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